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Confused about batting? Types, thicknesses, costs, pros & cons? There are
many battings on the market and more fiber choices than even before. This

month, we will wade through the sea of batting choices to help make sense of it.

Types of Batting 

Cotton batting $$ – Natural, cotton fiber batting may be bleached, unbleached 
or dyed (black batting). Readily available and medium cost. Organic cotton is 
higher priced alternative. Bleached cotton is pre-shrunk. Quilt 4” or less.

• Pros: Because it is a natural fiber it is favored by many. Cotton has a soft 
texture and comes in multiple thickness from lightweight to heavyweight 
and a wide range of sizes. 

• Cons: 100% Cotton is a heavier weight than other options and may shift or
bunch over time. Lower loft. Tendency to beard. Does not quilt as easily as
other types.

Polyester batting $ – Poly batting holds its shape and thickness compared to 
other fibers. Polyester is higher loft than cotton and shows FMQ stitching well, 
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but it is lighter than cotton and provides warmth with out the weight of cotton.  
Readily available and lowest cost option. Quilt 4-6”.

• Pros: Light weight, good loft, resists mildew. Available in multiple 
thicknesses and sizes. 

• Cons: Synthetic rather than natural fiber, so does not “breathe” well.

Cotton/Poly 80/20 $$– Probably the most popular batting, it has the benefits of 
cotton, but with more loft. A finish on both sides of the batting helps control 
shifting or bearding. Readily available. Moderately priced.

• Pros – Natural fiber, but slightly more loft than 100% cotton. Resists 
bunching better than 100% cotton.

• Cons – Lower loft than poly or wool

Wool batting $$$ – Wool is a natural fiber with a high loft, which shows FMQ 
stitching well. Not widely available; you may need to order online. Wool is a 
higher cost option. Quilting may need to be more dense. (Quilt as recommended
by manufacturer, varies).

• Pros: Resistant to creases. It holds its shape and it springs back. Higher 
loft. Extremely soft, and very warm.

• Cons: Follow washing directions carefully. Wool allergies are common, so 
if quilting a gift with wool, check for allergies. Tendency to beard. Not 
recommended for white and light colored quilts.

Bamboo Batting $$$ – Bamboo is a natural fiber from sustainable resource. 
May be blended with cotton or 100% bamboo. Bamboo is processed into long, 
luxurious fibers. Because the fibers are naturally long, recommended quilting 
distance is greater. You may need to order on line. Bamboo costs more than 
cotton, but less than wool. Quilt at 8” or less. 

• Pros – Natural, sustainable lightweight fiber. Naturally anti-microbic. 
Excellent drape. Resists bunching. Quilts easily. Warm in winter and cool 
in summer. Bamboo batting is bonded.

• Cons – Lower loft than poly or wool. 
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Silk/Silk Blends $$$ – Luxurious natural fiber, excellent drape and warm 
though lightweight. Silk fibers are extremely thin and strong, very durable. Quilt 
at 4” or less. 

• Pros- Natural fiber that is warm and very lightweight. Excellent drape. 
Quilts easily.

• Con – May beard. May require air-drying.

Thicknesses/Weights

Thicknesses and weights of batting can vary considerably. From 1/8” very 
lightweight to 3/4” extra high loft. How to chose a thickness?

Consider the use of the quilt. Is it for a bed? Where does the recipient live? In 
warm Florida or freezing northern Minnesota? What season will the quilt be 
used? Is it a spring theme with flowers? Or a bronzy fall themed quilt? 

Is your piece a table runner? Will it be used under hot dishes? Perhaps a mug 
rug subject to sloshing and spills. 

Is it a wall hanging? How large? How will it hang?

Different manufacturer’s have different names for their thicknesses or weights, 
confusing the issue. Read packaging or website information carefully.

Cotton and cotton blends: Available in which is 1/8”, 1/4” and 3/8”. You may 
see a package marked “lightweight”, which is typically 1/8’ and is appropriate for 
coverlets; lightweight spring, summer or hot climate quilts; very large quilts and 
T-shirt or denim quilts (to reduce total quilt weight). Heavier weights work best 
for wall hangings, to hold their shape while hanging. Heavier weights also work 
for placemats or table runners to protect your table. Cotton and blends will 
absorb liquids well.

Poly: Polyester batting is sold by weight, usually one of the following four 
weights with thicknesses - 10 oz which is 1" thick, 8 oz which is 3/4", 6 oz which 
is ½", and 4 oz which is 3/8". 10 oz and 8 oz are appropriate for tied quilts and 
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comforters. 6 and 4 oz are appropriate for machine quilting. Poly can be used 
alone or layered on top of 80/20 to provide more loft for FMQ work. Poly is 
popular for high definition FMQ and inexpensive bedding.

Note: In the past, poly was popular for puffy, high loft baby quilts. Be aware that 
health professionals do NOT currenty recommend high loft blankets for infants 
due to risk of smothering or entrapment.

Bamboo: Check manufacturer’s packaging. Winline Textiles makes both a 4oz 
and a 6oz weight. 6 oz will provide better loft for FMQ, while weighing less than 
a cotton or cotton/poly blend. Bamboo is excellent for quilts for hot weather 
climates.

Wool: Typically 1/2” thick. Wool is popular for trapunto and high definition FMQ. 
It is prized for its softness and warmth, but may be too warm for some climates. 
Check for wool allergies if gifting.

Silk: Check manufacturer’s packaging. 

Insulbrite (Heat proof): Specialty poly batting used for hot pads, runners, and 
items used to carry potluck hot dishes. Maintains temperature (hot or cold) well. 
Washable. 

Laundering

Laundering is another consideration in choosing a batting.

Is it a wall hanging? Or a placemat? Will you be washing the quilt often? When 
you do wash the quilt, will you be washing it by hand or in the washing 
machine? Do you want the batting to shrink in the wash?

• Cotton, except bleached will shrink in the wash, up to 5%. Check 
manufacturer labeling. Many people like the vintage look achieved when 
the shrinkage occurs.

• Cotton/poly blend has less shrinkage than 100% cotton.
• Polyester does not shrink.
• Bamboo may shrink 2-3%, check your manufacturer. 
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• Silk may shrink up to 5%. Check manufacturer directions. May require air-
drying.

• If you plan to use wool batting, check the manufacturer’s directions. Some 
wool is pre-washed. 

• Check to see if your batting is “bonded”. Bonded battings will resist 
bunching and wash better. Bonding provides a light adhesive on both 
sides to hold fibers together and helps the batting resist shifting and 
bearding. Blends and bamboo are typically bonded.

Bearding
Any conversation about batting should include bearding. What is bearding? It is 
a phenomenon that occurs when shreds of batting poke through the needle 
holes, or fabric of your quilt. It creates a fuzzy halo on your quilt surface as 
fibers migrate to the outside of the quilt.

If this occurs on a finished quilt, there is not much you can do outside of using a 
sweater shaver to remove as much fuzz as possible. Wash a bearding quilt as 
little as possible, as it is likely to continue to beard.

Some battings are more prone to bearding, and this is mentioned under pros 
and cons of each batting type. Bonded batting, of any fiber, is less likely to beard
than unbonded batting. 

Fabrics that are lower thread count, often found in discount stores, are more 
prone to allowing bearding. If using a lower thread count, or cheaper quality 
fabric in your quilt, use a type of batting less prone to bearding. 

Bearding is most on dark quilts using a light colored batting. If making a very 
dark or black background quilt, you may wish to use a black batting. Black 
battings are usually 80/20 cotton/poly blend and therefore less likely to beard.

Scrim
Scrim is a thin, poly or glue coating on the outside of your batting fiber, usually 
cotton. This thin coating will help reduce bearding and shifting of cotton batting. 
Check your packaging or website notes carefully to see if your batting choice 
has SCRIM. Scrim is needle punched. This adheres the scrim to the cotton 
fibers. 
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There are several ways to determine the scrim side of batting. 

• The scrim side has pills or pimples.
• It appears flatter than the other side of the batting.
• Or, you can separate the scrim at a corner of the batting.

Following manufacture directions for direction to place scrim side of batting. 
Typically, it is dimples up and pimples down. 

Not all batting has scrim.

Finding Batting

Batting online sources: 

http://winlinetextiles.com/ 

• Bamboo and bamboo blends, cotton blend, black cotton blend, poly

http://hobbsbatting.com/ 

• Cotton, black cotton blend, organic cotton, wool, silk blend

http://warmcompany.com/ 

• Cotton, cotton/poly, poly

http://quiltersdreambatting.com/ 

• Cotton, black cotton blend, organic cotton, poly, silk blend, wool

All of these manufacturers make quality batting products. 

When you find a batting you love, consider buying by the roll. There are benefits 
to buying a roll including reduced plastic packaging, cutting to size off the roll for 
various sized projects, reduced wrinkling and fold lines in your batting, discount 
pricing for roll purchase.
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